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Dear Sir, 

Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd (CBH) - exclusive dealing notification - N93439 

Elders Toepfer Grain Pty Ltd (E1G) provides the following submission in response to the 


Australian Competition & Consumer Commission's (ACCC) draft notice dated the 6th of 


December 2010 proposing to revoke notification N93439 and following ETG's attendance at 


the pre-decision conference held on the 20th of January in Perth. 


ETG support the ACCC finding under the draft notice to revoke the exclusive dealing 


notification lodged by CBH. ETG has not seen any written information or did not hear any 


new information at the pre-decision conference that changes its position at all on this issue. 


On the 15th of July 2010, ETG provided a formal submission to the ACCC in response to its 


invite for comments on the commission's review of the exclusive dealing notification. 


ETG made the fol lowing key points within this submission: 

• 	 Transparency, efficiency and choice are paramount to a. cost effective supply chain. 

• 	 The initial concept of Grain Express (GE) in its raw form was one of risk sharing, 

however ETG do not believe this has been achieved, as users of GE system we still 

wear GE performance risks .. 
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• 	 GE is the central part of an integrated system that inhibits competition with no ability 

to test or challenge capacities and freight performance. 

• 	 Tying arrangements through domestic outturn fees at satellite sites for the Direct Port 

Access (DPA) model are a major cost inhibitor in benchmarking alternatives. 

• 	 Bulk Handler Corporations (BHC) should be incentivised to increase available 

capacity to execute through there Port infrastructure and not be content to cap 

capacity at a level that is determined solely by the BHC and in isolation to competitive 

forces. 

• 	 Removing competition leads to industry status quo, which inhibits innovation and 

potentially drives inefficiencies within the market. 

• 	 ETG supports the BHC offering bundled services for storage and transport, but 

without mandate. If it drives efficiency then logic will prevail and the system will be 

used without mandate, if not then competition allows a mechanism to test efficiency 

and effectiveness of the offer. 

• 	 ETG does not believe it is prudent for the industry to replicate storage and handling 

models. This only results in wastage of industry capital and over supply of elevation. 

The key is ensuring there are competitive forces in moving grain to the Ports and 

constantly challenging the benchmark. 

In addition to the comments made in the July submission, ETG have since attended the pre

conference held in Perth and note CBH's announcement on the 13th of December, 2010 in 

respect to the tender process of rail transportation within the Western Australian grain 

network. 

CBH's announcement to partner and invest $175 million in rolling stock with US based 

transportation group Watco results in them becoming the sole provider of rail services under 

the incumbent GE system from May 2012. Such an arrangement removes CBH from the 

previous operative structure as a buyer of such services, where they were incentivised to 

facilitate and negotiate rates to encourage competition. 

Once again ETG reiterate that we support the offering of bundling services where the 

centralised planner, in this case CBH can offer a range of services such as storage, handling 

and transport but in a competitive environment. The offer (GE) should not be tied to the 

underlining use of parts of the bundle. 

Given the results of the tender process where now CBH act as the sole operator along the 


chain, ETG firmly believe that it is imperative to ensure competitive forces without cost 


inhibitors are allowed to operate within this landscape. This would ensure market rates 
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remain competitive against potential competing service providers and/or supply chain 

models. 

It appears there is a fear within the rural community that the revoking of GE will only result in 

additional tonnages being hauled on road. ETG are of the firm belief that the revoking of GE 

would have the opposite effect. CBH have announced a significant investment in rail 

infrastructure regardless of the functioning supply chain, if anything by retaining the GE 

model would only result in lessening of competition and restrict the potential rail haulage 

available to the Western Austral'ian grower. 

ETG would also note that in the conference's held for exporters and users of GE by CBH to 

communicate CBH's position on purchasing rail' assets, a CBH representative was quoted as 

saying that since de-regulation (and therefore within the time that GE was launched and in 

operation), rail costs have increased by up to 40% and service levels decreased by 30%. 

Whilst this alone is hardly a shining example of the benefits of GE, it is unimaginable how an 

infrastructure owner (rail assets) would not be bound to achieve returns on investment 

available in the market. ETG can not see any other argument other than the ACCC draft 

decision to revoke GE is substantiated by CBH's subsequent investment in rail assets. 

ETG noted with interest that the strong arguments presented by growers were around 

community issues and sustainability. ETG is totally in agreement with this and believes the 

net benefit to communities, and sustainable agriculture is served by maximising revenues in 

the growers pocket that flows through to the local communities. ETG maintains its position 

that this outcome will be best achieved by competitive forces ensuring that supply chain 

costs have no wastage. 

The above outcome will be enhanced by the finalisation of the ACCC decision to revoke the 

exclusive dealing notification - N93439. 

In summary, ETG support the ACCC finding under the draft notice to revoke the exclusive 

dealing notification lodged by CBH. 

Yours Sincerely 

~, 	Mark Thiele 

Managing Director 

Elders Toepfer Grain 
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